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SYNCHRONOUS
WITH SUCCESS
RENK-MAAG’s innovative synchronous clutch couplings are being successfully
used in a range of marine propulsion systems. Report by David Porteous.

TO

date, RENK-MAAG has sold
more than 800 of its intricate,
state-of-the-art synchronous
clutch couplings. They are installed on ships
which have two or even three propulsion
systems such as naval vessels, high-speed
ferries and luxurious superyachts.
Synchronous clutch couplings engage
automatically when the driving machine
overruns the speed of the driven machine.
Synchronous clutch couplings also disengage again automatically when the speed
of the driving machine falls below the speed
of the driven equipment, thus creating a
negative torque. This happens at any speed
within the machine’s speed range. They
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can be used for all torques and speeds for
which conventional tooth couplings can
be used – suitable for applications from
0.5 to over 200 MW.
In the marine sector, RENK-MAAG
synchronous clutch couplings are used in
combined diesel and gas turbine propulsion
systems, such as CODOG, COGAG, CODAD
and CODAG systems, and can also be used as
efficiency booster drives for diesel engine
propulsion systems. The upcoming hybrid
propulsion systems certainly open a market
for new applications.
RENK-MAAG’s robust design and stringent quality standards allow for very high
differential speeds and superior operational

behavior. Furthermore, an integrated gear
coupling allows for very compact train
arrangements – no additional flexible
couplings are required and less bearings
are needed. This means higher efficiency,
saving valuable space and cutting overall
costs compared to other solutions.
Ship operators expect high reliability,
longevity, low maintenance costs and short
down times of their critical equipment. This
is why all parts in RENK-MAAG’s synchronous clutches are hydro-dynamically
lubricated, thus allowing wear-free operation.
These synchronous clutch couplings can be
equipped with diverse additional features
such as a locking mechanism to prevent

disengagement in heavy seas or a pawl
free mode for complete and permanent
disengagement. The pawl free function allows
for save maintenance on one part of the
propulsion system while steaming ahead
with the remaining train. RENK-MAAG’s
customers especially value its flexibility
to design customised solutions.
Due to the compact build, especially compact length, RENK-MAAG’s clutches are
often retrofitted into existing arrangements.

Synchronising Mechanism
RENK-MAAG’s MS synchronous clutch
coupling consists of two main elements:
a gear coupling (axial, radial and angular
displacement) and a synchronising mechanism. It can engage at any synchronous
speed and disengage at any speed with
negative torque.
The company’s hydraulically-operated HS
synchronous clutch has a very similar
synchronising mechanism to the MS, but
instead of the main helical toothing, it has
a spur gear power transmission toothing
(straight gear). The synchronising mechanism is used to find a clean ‘tooth to gap’
position. The HS starts the screw-like motion
and a small front face toothing engages.
The hydraulic system is automatically
activated and finishes the engagement
by a pure axial shifting. As soon as the
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clutch is fully engaged, the high-pressure
hydraulics are de-loaded and the HS works
now like a classic gear coupling, which
can transmit full positive and negative
torque, without disengaging.
The design is such that the precise synchronising mechanism – similar to Swiss
clock work – is not part of the torque transfer.
“We have made a significant investment
in the development of our range of synchronous clutches,” said Michael Waldburger,
Head of Engineering and Test. “We are
continuously innovating to provide our
customers with customised features and
to achieve the highest standards in reliability
and operational performance. For the smaller
ranges of synchronous clutches, we went
through a standardisation process to
reduce product costs and lead time.

Unique Capabilities
and Technology
“We are always looking to develop new
variants and new technologies for marine
and naval applications, for example, double
synchronous clutches that avoid reverse
turning of the propeller. Another area of
development is synchronous clutches for
Power Take Off (PTO), such as on-board
power generation systems.”
RENK-MAAG, based in Winterthur,
Switzerland, counts more than 100 employees
and is p art of the RENK Group, a business
headquartered in Augsburg, Germany,
which has more than 140 years of experience
in drive engineering. RENK is the world’s
leading international provider of new
gearboxes for naval and commercial ships.
RENK-MAAG was set up in 2007 with
the mission to develop and manufacture
new turbo gearboxes and synchronous
clutches whilst also providing after-sales
services to the instal led base of MAAG
marine and turbo gearboxes as well as all
types of MAAG synchronous clutches and
tooth couplings. RENK-MAAG’s technology,
intellectual property rights and know-how
for these businesses have been taken over
from the MAAG Gear Company which was
founded in 1913 and has been a pioneer
in gear technology.
RENK-MAAG’s gearbox portfolio consists
of: parallel-shaft gearboxes, available for
applications from 1 MW to well over 100 MW;
High Efficiency Turbogears (HET Gear ® ),
based on vacuum technology, enabling the
design of high-speed gearboxes with the
world’s best efficiency levels; MULTICOM®
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multi-shaft gearboxes, which can drive up
to ten compressor stages at speeds of up
to 60,000 rpm; and high-speed epicyclic
gearboxes, which can be built relatively
small as the power is distributed over
several meshes, resulting in a high
power-to-weight ratio.
RENK-MAAG is the only OEM mastering
both gearbox and synchronous clutch technology. It leverages this unique capability
to design synchronous clu tch-gearbox
combinations into a power transmission
train, all integrated into one single housing.
The marine sector makes up around a
quarter of RENK-MAAG’s total business.
The company is currently involved in
a major lifetime-expansion and upgrade
project for eight navy frigates. The project
so far involves the supply of replacement
gear wheels, bearings, synchronous clutches,
installation and supervision services.
Furthermore, RENK-MAAG is involved in
several other marine projects for maintenance in the civil and military sectors.
The other major industries served by
RENK-MAAG are oil and gas, steel production,
power generation and petrochemicals.

Reliable Services and Fast
Response Times
“Our aftersales activities are focused on
supporting RENK-MAAG products and
all MAAG turbo and marine gearboxes,
clutches and couplings,” said Managing
Director Thomas Fritschi. “Our aim is to
keep the installed fleet running by

providing technical advice, inspections,
maintenance overhauls, modifications
and upgrades, repairs, spare parts,
installation and commissioning services.
“Any necessary repairs are undertaken
on-site whenever possible. We can manufacture spare parts for all these products
using the original draw ings and design
know-how.
“We have a pool of dedicated, offshorecertified and experienced service engineers.
They are qualified to work on a broad range
of gearboxes, such as marine, turbo
and industrial types. After each intervention, we solicit customer feedback and
measure an exceptionally high degree
of customer satisfaction.
“Oil and gas companies, power generators and navies around the world value our
fast response times, the level of competence and the reliability of our service engineers.” Upon request, RENK-MAAG also
dispatches its certified quality engineers
to perform phased-array ultra-sound
inspections on-site. This can provide
additional confidence about the integrity
of the equipment.
“We operate around the globe thanks
to our network of designated agents in 35
countries. Service centres are maintained
in North America, China, UAE and Australia
to provide local support. We can advise and
support our customers on all continents
– whether on new gearboxes or couplings,
modifications, replacements, spare parts,
repairs or field service.
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